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Jordan Brand launched the full palm Max Air air cushion shoes, not the first time. We should also remember that the first Jordan Take
Flight shoe is the use of the palm Max Air air cushion shoes, it is gorgeous in appearance and performance of fusion of Jordan brand
at the same time, but also provides a good comfort effect for everyone, closer to the way of life form. This upcoming Jordan Big Ups
the same combination that performance and design, fashion and suede uppers texture materials, the upper in black and blue paint
splash graphics to be fashionable decoration, the concern is of course is the whole palm Max Air gas cushion sole, again for Jordan
Brand series of shoes add a full palm cushion shoes. It is expected to be on sale for $150 in October. 

The Shoe Surgeon, former famous blogger Outfitgrid Instagram teamed up together to create a new Vintage Military Fabric Air
amount limit shoes Jordan 1. This pair of custom military style Air Jordan use retro tarpaulin material from the United States Army,
ripstop nylon material with orange lining hinted comes from the classic, finally collocation jagged white soles presented together. The
shoes are priced at $$1000, but the first pair will be given by the Instagram photo, and the interested friends might as well try.
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